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Cisco DNA Spaces: Digitizing People 
and Things

Get more from Wi-Fi
Digitization has rocked the foundation of every industry, changing the 
economics and reinventing business models. Companies that digitize can 
use behavioral data on people and things to make business decisions and to 
gain a strategic advantage against the competition.

However, when it comes to physical spaces, enterprises experience a data 
blind spot. They have limited visibility into the behavior of people (visitors, 
guests, and employees) and things (sensors, smart devices, and assets) and 
how people and things interact in the space.

What if your Cisco® wireless network could deliver more than connectivity 
and eliminate the data blind spots in your physical spaces?

Introducing Cisco DNA Spaces, a single scalable, reliable location platform 
that digitizes spaces by centralizing location services for both people and 
things. This powerful location platform leverages existing Wi-Fi infrastructure 
to give you actionable insights and drive business outcomes.
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Benefits
• Gain centralized control over and visibility into 

location services via a single role-based dashboard 
with 24x7 monitoring and end-to-end Service-Level 
Agreements (SLAs) to help ensure reliability and 
performance of location services, including partner 
applications

• Safely reopen locations and maintain safe, trusted 
workplaces with built-in apps for monitoring density 
of people, investigating the impact of self-reported 
incidents, and delivering contactless experiences

• Leverage gateway-enabled Wi-Fi 6 Catalyst 
access points to enable multiple devices and 
applications, higher scalability, and unified support 
model at significantly lower cost

• Enhance customer experiences by gaining insights 
into people (customers and employees) and delivering 
relevant experiences at the right time and place

• Improve the operational efficiency and reduce costs 
by monitoring your assets, and operations devices

• Realize industry-specific business outcomes 
through a multivendor partner and device ecosystem, 
using the Cisco DNA Spaces App Center and IoT 
Device Marketplace to connect to onboard partner 
applications and end devices

• Increase attachment rates and gain actionable 
insights with OpenRoaming, opening new 
opportunities for you and your guests
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Call to action
Get additional value beyond connectivity 
immediately.

Click here to learn more about Cisco DNA 
Spaces built-in apps for business resiliency.
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What it does 
Cisco DNA Spaces simplifies how location services are consumed by bringing all Cisco location 
solutions together onto a single cloud platform. Cisco DNA Spaces senses and synthesizes location 
data across properties and wireless investments to deliver location-based services at scale through 
three pillars: See, Extend and Act.

See Extend Act
Increase customer engagement 
and satisfaction

Improve experience
• Understand visitor behavior to

measure engagement, stickiness,
etc. and improve experience

• Seamless onboarding via
OpenRoaming

• Integrate location data into
 enterprise systems, partners and  
 big data/analytics platforms using
 Cisco DNASpaces APIs and
 data export 

Improve business decision making
• Inform decision making with gold
 standard data
• Benchmark performance
• Aggregate commercially
 relevant metrics

Perform impact analysis
• 
 visitor behavior

Deploy vertical solutions
• Discover and deploy ready-to-use
 enterprise partner apps and custom

 the Cisco DNA Spaces App Center 

Develop custom solutions
• Create custom solutions for
 your business 

Perform end-to-end monitoring
• Expand monitoring and support
 to third-party end devices for
 enhanced reliability

• Boost customer loyalty by recognizing
and tailoring experiences to
loyal customers

• Deliver relevant services and

• 
 to serve customers  

• 
 on-location engagements and
 drive sales
• Drive monetization through captive
 portals and on-location engagements  

Optimize operations
• 
• Increase productivity through

asset tracking 
• Reduce manual processes and
 cut costs  

IoT Device Marketplace
• 

on use case, technology,
form factor, and price  

• Choose devices from vendors that 
 are validated and integrated

with an E2E support model  

Monitor density 
• Set up workplace density thresholds

to monitor the number of people 
in buildings

thresholds are reached or exceeded

Integrations with Cisco portfolio
• 

Cisco Webex, Webex Teams, Meraki 
Video Cameras

Respond to incidents
• Rapidly respond to incidents with 

Proximity Reporting
• Investigate the impact across people 

and zones by analyzing proximity

Drive efficiencies
• Improve space utilization
• Correlate utilization to lease pricing
• 
• OpenRoaming improves
 attachment rates

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/enterprise-networks/dna-spaces/index.html

